
ArcBlue Consulting have been at the forefront of social 
procurement development in Australia for several years.  As one 
of the world’s leading procurement specialist organisations, and 
the Co-founder of Social Procurement Australasia (2013), we 
bring our consulting, training and analytics expertise, tools, and 
experience into this exciting and growing area of activity.

In Australia, Governments at Federal, State and Local levels 
are increasingly working with its supply chain to maximise the 
achievement of social and economic objectives through both 
major projects and routine procurement. 

Social and Economic
Impact Dashboards

DO YOU

need to track your 
achievements and 
calculate the benefits of 
your social procurement 
spend and diversity of 
your workforce? 

have social, community 
and economic 
development 
objectives but not sure 
where to start?
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Demonstrate business 
impact to regional 
economic targets

Interfaces dynamic 
data to help illuminate 
potential opportunities

Map out detailed data 
insights with interactive 
visual tools

Succesful data integration 
through strategy, 
technology and execution
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Organisations today are increasingly being challenged to be community conscious  
and to recognise the benefits of increasing their business impact to local socio-economic measures has 
become an expectation by their regional authorities.

Economic Modelling

Visualisation
It is said that “a picture tells a thousand words”. At ArcBlue, our 
interactive data visualisation tools tell many more than that.   

Gone are the days where you’re presented only what an author 
thinks you want to see. Our tool opens up powerful abilities to make 
detailed inquiries into you data across multiple platforms. 

ArcBlue’s extensive visualisation expertise will ensure your business 
can track and has confidence in your social impact across all levels 
of the business.

Data Collection
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Social Impact Modelling
Not all benefits to regional authorities are financial.   
As custodians of the region, governments have a responsibility to ensure 
any engagements do not have an adverse impact to their community.

ArcBlue Dashboards can not only report existing social impacts, but 
through our interactive interfaces permit dynamic enquiry of your data 
helping to illuminate further potential opportunities.

Social and Economic Impact Dashboards
We live in a data driven world with huge volumes of information amassed every day. Finding 
the resources and expertise to obtain meaningful insights from this data can be a challenge. 

ArcBlue have a team of specialist procurement analysts to take your raw data and provide 
visibility, uncover the insights you seek, delivered through best-in-class visualisation software.

We’ll do all the hard work to collect your data, cleanse, normalise, 
relate, then present it back as invaluable business information. 
Social Procurement data will likely be a blend from a number of 
your data sources - workforce, spend and other sources.  

Every dataset is different, and we’ll work with you and your 
stakeholders to develop a tailored data process model to minimise 
your effort and ensure your data is accurately represented.

Strategy, Technology and Execution are the 3 keys to 
successful integration of your data - and at ArcBlue, we’ve 
got this covered.
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ArcBlue can assist you in demonstrating your business impact to regional economic targets including 
workforce reallocations, benefit reductions, housing and educations.

You’ll no doubt be surprised at what you have in some of those datasets!


